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WARM -U P D RIL L S

D rill #1 —  STRE TC H  N ’ SK ATE
C oaches pull the nets out 15 feet at each end and have the players skate

around them in the same direction.  
1. W hile skating have them spread their legs out and bring them back.  
2. H olding the stick with two hands raise it above the head and bring

it down and touch your toes.
3. Spread the legs out and with both hands together, lay the hands on

top of the stick, lay the stick out and try to touch the surface with
the back of your gloves.

4. Slowly stretch the groin by dragging one leg back and lowering your
body.

5. P ick up speed on the whistle. Slow down on the second whistle.
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SK ATIN G  D RIL L S

D rill #2 —  H AL F-C IRC L E S W ITH  PU C K S
1. Start the drill with the players in one corner.  T he first player in line

starts the drill. C arrying a puck, the player skates full out half way
around the circles and stays at the far end.  T he next player goes
when the first player is past the first circle.

2. Same drill but pivot to backward then back to forwards.  A lternate
circles.

D rill #3 — TIG H T TU RN S W ITH  PU C K S
Start the drill with the players in one corner.  C arrying a puck they tight

turn around each face off dot and stay in the corner at the far end.  T he next
player in line goes when the first player is past the second dot.
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D rill #4 —  TH RE E  L IN E  SPE E D  C H AN G E  W ITH  PU C K S
D ivide the players into three lines on each side of the rink.  T he players

start the drill on their stomachs.  O n the whistle the first three players on
one side of the rink get up quickly and skate with a puck to the other side.
W hen they get there they leave the puck and the first player in the other line
gets up quickly and skates to the other side and so on.  E ach player should
go 3-5 times.

D rill #5 — TH RE E  L IN E  360-D E G RE E  W ITH  PU C K S
D ivide the players into three lines on each side of the rink. T he players

start the drill with pucks. T he first three players on one side carry the puck
over, do a 360-degree turn then pass to the first player in line on the other
side and then get back in line on the new side. 

4 Skating Drills



D rill #6 — FO RWARD -TO -BAC K WARD  W ITH  PU C K S
D ivide the players into three or four lines on one end and have them set

up on the goal line. T he first players in line carry a puck to the high zone
face off dot, pivot to backward then back to forward to the far end where
they stay. M ake sure there are enough pucks for everyone participating in
the drill. 

D rill #7 —  E D G E  C O N TRO L  D RIL L
D ivide the players into three groups.
1. T he first drill the players skate to the far end repeating crossovers

on the outside edge.
2. T he second drill the players do the same but they crossover on the

inside edge.
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D rill #8 — SK I IN G  W ITH  PU C K S
D ivide the players up into three lines. E ach player gets a puck. T he first

player in each line starts the drill. T he players must keep their wheels on the
surface and push off side-to-side working on their inside edges and outside
edges.  T hey ski to the far end handling a puck and they stay there.  R epeat
drill two or three times.

D rill #9 — TH RE E  L IN E  SPRIN T W ITH  PU C K S
T his drill is designed to improve foot speed. D ivide the players into

three groups on each side of the center line.  T he first player in each of the
three lines starts the drill.  O n the first whistle they run on their toes
stationary and on the second whistle they skate to the other side and drop
the puck for the next player on the other side. O n the next whistle the first
player in the other line gets up on their toes stationary and repeats the same
drill. E ach player should go five times. 

6 Skating Drills



PU C K H AN D L IN G  D RIL L S

D rill #10 —  STO PS N ’ STARTS W ITH  PU C K S
D ivide the players into three lines at one end of the rink.  T he first

players in each line start the drill on the whistle.  C arrying a puck they stop
at each face off dot.  O n the next whistle the next players in line go on the
second whistle and so on.  H ave the players stop facing the same way to the
far end and the same way coming back. T he players continue stickhandling
after they stop at each dot. 

D rill #11 —  TH RE E  C IRC L E  PU C K H AN D L IN G
D ivide the players into three groups and place them in three face-off

circles.  T hey all have pucks.  O n the first whistle they speed up on the
second whistle they slow down. T hey cannot leave the circle and they must
weave in and out of each other with their heads up.  T he assistant coach or
captain should use the other end to warm up the goalies.
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D rill #12 —  C E N TE R SU RFAC E  C H AO S D RIL L
D ivide the players into four lines with pucks.  O n the whistle the first

players in each line skate out to the high zone face off dot and then they
skate in any direction staying between the high zone dots.  O n the next
whistle they skate to the far end and the next players in line go.  O n the way
back, combine two lines so there is more traffic and it is more challenging
for the players.

D rill #13 —  H E AD S-U P FU L L  L E N G TH  SK ATE
D ivide the players into two groups. E ach player gets a puck. Set pylons

up on every face off dot. H alf the players skate clockwise around the surface
and the other group skates counter-clockwise.  T he players skate hard on
the whistle and half speed on the second whistle. T hey must handle the puck
with their heads up.

8 Puckhandling Drills



D rill #14 — FU L L -L E N G TH  C RISS C RO SS
D ivide the players into two groups and place them in opposite corners

of the rink. T he first player in each line starts the drill. W hen the player gets
to the second circle, the next player goes. T hey must skate half circles full
length keeping their heads up because the players at the far end are doing
the same drill coming back.

D rill #15 — FIG U RE  E IG H T PU C K H AN D L IN G
To begin the drill, pull the nets out 15-20 feet at each end.  T he players

skate with a puck in a figure eight formation criss-crossing each other at the
center line. T he players must keep their heads up at all times. 
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D rill #16 —  C RO SS-O VE R C IRC L E  AN D  SH O T
D ivide the players up into two lines and place them into opposite

corners. Set up four pylons on the high zone face off dots. T he first player
in each line starts the drill. T hey skate quickly around all four pylons
crossing over and go in and shoot, and then go to the end of the new line.

D rill #17 — TRIAN G L E  D E K E -AN D -SH O O T
D ivide the players into two groups and place them in opposite corners.

Set up three pylons at each end on one side. T he first players in line start
the drill. T hey carry the puck around the pylons and then shoot and skate
over to the other corner and stay there. A fter the last player, move the
pylons to the other side and repeat the drill.

10 Puckhandling Drills
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D rill #18 —  FU L L -L E N G TH  C RO SSO VE RS AN D  SH O T
D ivide the players into two groups and place them in opposite corners.

Set up four pylons. T he first player in each line starts the drill. T hey skate
around the far pylon and back to the near pylon and then down to the far
end for a shot.

D rill #19 — SL AL O M  D RIL L
D ivide the players into two groups one in each opposite corner of the

rink.  Set up four cones on each side.  T he first player in each line starts the
drill.  T hey carry a puck and skate around the four pylons and go in and
shoot. T he next player goes when the first player reaches the second pylon.
A fter shooting the players go to the back of the next line. 
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D rill #20 —  FO RWARD -BAC K WARD  FIG U RE  E IG H T SH O T
D ivide the players into two groups and place them along the side boards in
line with the high zone face off dots.  T he first players in each line carry a
puck around the far dot and pivot back to forwards and go in and shoot.
T he next player in line goes when the first player reaches the second dot.

D rill #21 —  360-D E G RE E  TU RN S/SH O T
D ivide the players into two groups and place them in opposite corners of the
rink.  T he first player in line skates and does a complete 360-degree around
the first three face off dots and goes in and shoots. T he next player in line
goes when the first player reaches the second dot.

12 Puckhandling Drills



PASSIN G  D RIL L S

D rill #22 —  STATIO N ARY
P lace the players in two lines facing each other using the full surface.
1. H ave the players pass back and forth using the forehand. 
2. H ave the players pass back and forth using the backhand.
3. O ne player skates forwards while the other skates backward, pass,

then alternate.

D rill #23 —  TH RE E  PL AY E R TW O  PU C K  PASSIN G
D ivide the players into groups of three. E ach group gets two pucks.

O ne player is the designated receiver, the other two start with pucks.  T he
first player passes to the receiver and quickly gets it back. T he next player
passes to the receiver and quickly gets it back.  A fter a minute rotate. O nce
every player has been the receiver the drill is over. 
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D rill #24 — TW O  L IN E  O N E -TO U C H  PASSIN G
D ivide the players into two lines on both sides in two corners.  Select a

coach or player to warm up the goalies.  
1. P aired up, the players pass back and forth to the far end.  T he next

two go when they reach the high zone face off dot. 
2. B oth players skate backward passing.
3. O ne forward, one backward, rotate on the way back.
4. W eave.

D rill #25 —  C IRC L E  PASSIN G  W ITH  PY L O N S
Set four or five pylons around two or three circles.  D ivide the players

up into two or three even groups. H ave the players skate around the circle
passing to each other through the pylons.  C hange direction after a minute.

14 Passing Drills



D rill #26 —  PASS N ’ FO L L O W
D ivide the players up into equal numbered groups and place them

around the face off circles.  U sing one puck the players pass, follow their
pass and get ready for another one.  T his should be done half speed first
then full speed.

D rill #27 —  PL AY E R IN  TH E  M ID D L E
D ivide the players up into equal numbered groups and place one player

in the middle at each circle.  T he players pass to each other while the player
in the middle tries to intercept the pass.  I f the pass is intercepted the player
who made the bad pass changes with the player in the middle.
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D rill #28 —  H O RSE SH O E  D RIL L
D ivide the players up into two groups and place them in opposite

corners of the rink. P lace two pylons, one at each end, in the middle just
above the face off dots.  T he first player in each line starts the drill. T hey
skate around the far pylon and receive a pass from the other line.  T hey then
skate back and take a shot on net.  A fter passing the next player in line goes. 

D rill #29 —  H O RSE SH O E  D RO P PASS
D ivide the players into two groups and place them in opposite corners

of the rink.  P lace one pylon above the face off circles in the middle of the
surface.  T he first player in each line skates around the far cone and receives
a pass from the other line. A fter receiving the pass the player immediately
drops it back to the passer and then skates up the boards. T he passer then
passes back to the player and then skates to the far end to receive the next
pass and so on. 

16 Passing Drills
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D rill #30 —  FO U R L IN E  1-0
D ivide the players into four groups and place them along the boards by

each high zone face off dot. P lace two pylons in the middle past the dots.
F irst two players from opposite sides and lines skate around the cones and
receive a pass from the first player in line. T hey then go in and shoot on
goal. T he passers then skate over and receive a pass. G o on the whistle
alternating on each whistle afterwards.

D rill #31 —  FO U R L IN E  2-O N -0
D ivide the players into four groups and put them along the boards near

the high zone face off dots.  Two players on opposite sides and lines, skate
around the pylons, receive a pass and skate in 2 on 0.  O n the next whistle,
two from the other lines go.  R otate each time on the whistle.  (U se only two
lines if using a small player roster.)
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D rill #32 — FO U R L IN E  3-O N -0
D ivide the players into four groups and put them along the boards near

the high zone face off dots. T hree players on opposite sides and lines skate
around the pylons, get a pass and skate in three on zero.  O n the next
whistle three from the other lines go. R otate sides each time on the whistle.
U se only two lines if using a small player roster.

D rill #33 — FU L L  L E N G TH  4-O N -0 C O M PE TITIO N
P lace two lines of four, one at each end. O n the whistle the first group

of four goes with one player picking up the puck.  T hey skate down to the
far end passing back and forth and then take a shot.  T he next group goes
back on the whistle. T he first group to score three goals (no rebounds) wins
the competition. 

18 Passing Drills



D rill #34 —  FO U R PL AY E R PASS
D ivide the players into two lines, one in each opposite corner of the

rink.  P lace two players on each side out by the high zone face off dots.  T he
first player in each line passes to the far two players. T hey pass back and
forth while the first players in line skate all the way around them, get a pass
back and then go in and shoot.  T he next two go on the whistle.  

D rill #35 —  TH RE E  PL AY E R PASS TIP N ’ RE PL AC E
D ivide your players into two groups one at each opposite corner of the

rink.  P lace two players inside the high zone face off dots. T he player passes
out of the corner. T he high players make two passes to each other and then
shoot while the other player in front tries to tip the puck in. R otate the
players on every 5-10 shots.
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D rill #36 —  H AL F C IRC L E  D O U BL E  PASS
D ivide the players into two groups, one on each side near the high zone

dot. P lace two pylons on each side, one at the red line and another in the
middle.  T he first player in line skates around the first pylon and gets a pass
from the second player in line.  T he first player skates around the second
pylon and passes it back then gets a return pass and goes in and shoots. T he
next player goes on the whistle. 

20 Passing Drills



SH O O TIN G  D RIL L S

D rill #37 —  H AL F-C IRC L E  D RO P
D ivide the players into two groups and place them on opposite sides of

the center line near the boards. T he first player in each line skates with a
puck to the center circle closest hash mark and drops the puck.  T he skaters
then skate around the circle, pick up the other puck and go in and shoot.

D rill #38 —  O N E  PASS SH O T
D ivide the players up into two groups and place them against the boards

on opposite sides of the center line. T he first player in each line skates over,
receives a pass from the other line, skates around the pylon and shoots.  T he
next player goes when the first player gets to the pylon.  C hange sides and
pylons after a few minutes. 
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D rill #39 —  TW O  L IN E  BRE AK AWAY S
P lace the players in one corner in two lines. T he first two players start

out passing to each other. W hen they get to the center line the player closest
to the boards takes the puck, skates to the far end, shoots then skates back
into line on the opposite side. T he other player picks up a puck in the center
circle and goes in and shoots, then changes sides. 

D rill #40 —  360-D E G RE E  O N E  PASS SH O T
D ivide the players into two lines, one on each side of the center line. T he

first player in each line skates to the middle, does a 360-degree turn and
then receives a pass from the other line, skates around the pylon and shoots.
A fter a few minutes, change sides and the pylons, so the players are skating
both ways to the net.

22 Shooting Drills



D rill #41 —  FIG U RE S PASS N ’ SH O O T
Starting in both corners the first player in each line starts out with a

puck, skates half way around the circles and passes to the coach or another
player, gets the pass back and goes in and shoots.

D rill #42 —  C O RN E R D O U BL E  SH O T
F rom the corner the first player in line skates with a puck around the pylons
and shoots right away.  T he player then gets a pass from the second player
in line and then shoots again. A fter everyone has done the drill change sides
and adjust the pylons and repeat the drill.
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D rill #43 —  PASS N ’ RE C E IVE
D ivide the players up into two groups at the hash marks at opposite

corner face off circles. T he first player in each line starts out with a puck.
T hey skate around the pylon and pass to each other, receive the pass and
then skate in and shoot. Switch sides and pylons when everyone has
completed the drill and then repeat the drill.

D rill #44 —  AN G L E  D E K E S
D ivide the players into two or four lines. T he first player skates over,

receives a pass, skates around the pylon and tries to deke the goalie and
score.

24 Shooting Drills



D rill #45 —  H AL F-M O O N  STATIO N ARY  SH O TS
Spread the players out in a half moon formation.  Start with the players

even with the face off dots. O ne at a time from one side wrist shots only.
T hen alternate shots from each side waiting for the goalie to be ready. T hen
move the players back repeating the drill using a snap or slap shot.
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O N E -O N -O N E  D RIL L S

D rill #46 — FO U R G RO U P 1-O N -1
D ivide the players up into four groups each in line with the high zone

face off dots against the boards. T he first two players from opposite sides of
the red line skate across, the first player pivots to backward, the second
player swings deeper then receives a pass and skates in one-on-one. R otate
sides and start every time on the whistle.

D rill #47 — C O RN E R O N E -O N -O N E
D ivide the players into two lines in the corner. T he first line in the

corner is on offense. T he second line at the face off dot is defense. T he first
player in the corner tries to take the puck to the net for a scoring
opportunity. T he defensive player tries to angle the offensive player away
from the net keeping defensive position between the opponent and the net.
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D rill #48 — D U M P IN  BATTL E  D RIL L
D ivide the players into two or four groups. I n two even lines the coach

dumps the puck into the corner and the first two players battle for it.  T hey
play for :30 or a goal scored, whichever comes first.  R otate the players so
they do the drill against someone new.

D rill #49 — O N E  ZO N E  O N E -O N -O N E
U sing one or both ends set up two lines on each side in the corner. T he

players on the outside lane are on offense. T he inside players are on defense.
T he defensemen passes the puck to the forward and then skates to the
middle and pivots to backward. T he forward takes the puck around the
cone and skates in one-on-one.

28 1-on-1 and 2-on-1 Drills



D rill #50 — FU L L  SU RFAC E  O N E -O N -O N E
L ine the players up in two lines, one on each side of the center line.  T he

first player in each line gets ready. T he coach shoots the puck across and the
two players battle full length to score. T he drill continues until someone
scores. T here should be three one-on-one’s going at the same time. T his is
monitored by the coach.

D rill #51 — TW O  L IN E  C H AN G E  O N E -O N -O N E
L ine the players up into two lines on one side of the center line. T he first

player on the inside line is the defenseman and the player on the outside is
the forward. T he defenseman skates around the high pylon and pivots to
backward. T he forward swings deeper, receives a pass from the coach and
skates down one-on-one. P layers switch lines so they play both defense and
forward. R otate sides.
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TW O -O N -O N E  D RIL L S

D rill #52 — M ID -SU RFAC E  TW O -O N -O N E
L ine the players up into two or four groups depending on how many

players you have. T hree players from one side skate over. T he first player
pivots to backward. T he second players swing deeper receiving a pass from
the other side and skate in two-on-one. T he players must hurry back into
line to keep the drill moving.

D rill #53 — C O RN E R TW O -O N -O N E
P lace the players in three lines. T he forward are in line on the

hashmarks against the boards and in the corner against the boards.  T he
defensemen start on the face off dot. T he first players in line start the drill
with the forward skating in two-on-one on the defensemen from the corner. 

30 1-on-1 and 2-on-1 Drills



D rill #54 — H AL F-SU RFAC E  TW O -O N -O N E  
P lace the players into three groups on one or two ends depending on

how many players you have.  T he defense line up behind the net to the side.
T he forward line up in the corners. A  forward skates over, gets a pass from
the other side, the passer then joins in at the same time the defense skates
out. T he forward curl back in the zone two-on-one.

D rill #55 — D U M P RE G RO U P TW O -O N -O N E
1. T he players are divided into two or four groups. T he coach dumps

the puck in, the defensemen picks it up. T he two forward breakout,
one to the hashmarks and the other skates over for support.  

2. T he forward re-group at the high-zone face off dots and skate back
in two-on-one on the defensemen.
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D rill #56 — TW O -O N -O N E  BATTL E  D RIL L
Spread the players out in a semi-circle above the end zone face off

circles. T he coach selects one player to be the defensemen and two players
to be forward. T he coach then dumps the puck in and the forward play two-
on-one until they score. T he other players dump the puck in continually
until a goal is scored. R epeat the drill until every player has played defense. 

D rill #57 — C O RN E R RE G RO U P TW O -O N -O N E
D ivide the players into three lines, one line of forward on each side of

the boards in the corner.  T he defense are behind the goal line. O n the
whistle the forward start with one player carrying the puck. T hey swing up
high and come back two-on-one with the defensemen skating up and then
backward to challenge them.

32 1-on-1 and 2-on-1 Drills



BRE AK O U T D RIL L S

D rill #58 — 1–3 BRE AK O U T D RIL L
T he coach dumps the puck into one corner. O ne defensemen picks it up

while the other goes to the open lane on the boards. O ne forward fills the
other lane at the hashmarks, the center curls deep into the zone. T he
defensemen has four options. 

1. To pass to defensemen on the boards.
2. H it the center with a pass.
3. R everse it by passing around the boards to the other wing.
4. T he defensemen skates it out. 
F inish the drill with a shot. 

D rill #59 —  2–2 BRE AK O U T
T he coach dumps the puck in. O ne defensemen goes to the corner, picks

up the puck and passes it to the other defensemen who hits the wing or
center. T he other defensemen turns up the surface to compliment the line
rush. F inish the drill with a shot at the far end.
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D rill #60 — STRO N G  SID E  BRE AK AWAY  BRE AK O U T
T he coach dumps the puck in. O ne defensemen picks it up and the other

goes to the boards. T he offensive wing leaves the zone stretching the
defensive team and forcing them to leave the zone on the forecheck. T he
defensemen can now:

1. P ass to the other defensemen who passes to the center.
2. P ass to the center who in turn passes to the far end where the wing is.
3. C arry it out.
E nd with a shot on the net. 

34 Breakout Drills



BASIC  D E FE N SIVE  C O VE RAG E  D RIL L S

D rill #61 — M AN -TO -M AN  D RIL L
B asic man-to-man coverage. P lace the defensive players man-to-man on

the surface with their sticks turned upside down. E ach player covers their
check all over the zone, keeping their bodies between their net and the
player they are checking. O n the whistle simulate a game situation. A fter a
few minutes, then defensive players switch and play offense and vice versa.

D rill #62 — Z O N E  RO TATIO N
Z one defense drill. E ach player is responsible for a particular area.  T he

defensive players turn their sticks upside down at first. Simulate a game
situation with each player covering their area and rotating so there are no
gaps.  T his system is designed to keep the puck out to the side so there are
no high percentage scoring chances. T hey take advantage of turnovers to
regain possession. R otate lines so everyone is on offense and defense.
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FU N  G AM E S

D rill #63 — FU L L  SU RFAC E  E IG H T-O N -E IG H T
1. T his drill is played with two pucks. I t’s basically four-on-four at

both ends. B oth sides can score but they can not cross the center
line. T he puck can be passed to the other side.

2. C hoose one team at each end to be offense and one to be defense so
one team is going one way and the other team is going the other way.
T hey can not leave their zones. T he puck is passed to the other side.
R otate players so they play both offense and defense.

D rill #64 — D O U BL E  H AL F C O U RT 3-O N -3
U sing both ends of the rink, have two half-court games. R otate every

few minutes so each team plays three mini-games against each other. 
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D rill #65 — SID E -TO -SID E  M IN I -G AM E S
1. D ivide the rink in half. A t one end using the nets the players play a

cross surface game.
2. O n the other side the players play a cross surface game but to score

they must be able to cup the puck against the side board without
shooting it. 

D rill #66 — BASE BAL L
M ove the net out at one end of the rink (home plate). D ivide your

players up into two teams. O ne team hits while the other is spread out
around the rink.  Set up three pylons. T he player at bat shoots the puck
anywhere on the surface and then tries to skate around the pylons and make
it to home plate before the team out in the field makes two passes and shoots
it into the open net. 

1. I f the puck goes over the side boards, the player is out.
2. P lace a net at the far end. I f the puck goes in the net, it’s a home run.
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D rill #67 — BRE AK AWAY  C H AL L E N G E  RE L AY
D ivide the players into two groups. M ove the nets up close to the high-

zone face off dots. O n the whistle the first player in each line goes in on a
breakaway. T he player must score before going back into line. T he next
player goes when the first one has scored and skated back past the dot and
into line. T he goalies can shoot the puck away in any direction after a save.

D rill #68 — TE N N IS BAL L  TARG E TS
T he players line up at one end without sticks.  T hey try to skate from

one end to the next without getting hit by a tennis ball. T he coaches shoot
the balls at the kids. I f a player gets hit they go to the players bench and stay
there until the game is over.  T he game is over when the last player gets hit.
T he players are safe from the face off dots in, so they have time to stop.
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D rill #69 — W H ISTL E  SC RIM M AG E
D ivide the players into two teams. D epending on how many whistles

the coaches blow determines how many players play.  I f the coach blows the
whistle three times it’s three-on-three, if the coach blows the whistle once
it’s one-on-one. I f the coach blows the whistle six times, it’s six-on-six, etc.
P layers change on the whistle.

D rill #70 — TH RE E -O N -TH RE E  W ITH  C O AC H  4–3 PO SSE SSIO N
U sing both ends, or one end, divide the players into two teams of three-

on-three. T he coach plays for both sides on offense only.  T he coach stays
at the top. T he offensive team, the one that has the puck, can pass to the
coach. W hen the puck changes teams, that team now can use the coach to
create scoring chances. 
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D rill #71 — BRE AK AWAY S
U sing one goalie or two and both ends, divide your players into two

groups.  Taking turns each player skates in all alone on the goalie and tries
to score. T he players who score continue, the players who don’t go to the
bench. I t’s a great drill to end practice with.
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G O ALTE N D IN G  D RIL L S

D rill #72 — O N E  L E G  STIC K  J U M P
T he goalies drop their stick on the surface. W ith the left leg first they

jump back and forth over the stick. W hile one goalie is going, the other one
(or coach) counts. C hange legs and repeat drill.

D rill #73 — TRIPL E  BU TTE RFLY
T he goalie starts the drill in the middle of the crease, then shuffles to one

side and goes down in a butterfly style. T hen he/she gets up, shuffles to the
other side and butterflies. T hen the goalie gets up, shuffles to the middle and
butterflies one more time. R epeat the drill.
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D rill #74 — G O AL IE  K IC K  W ITH  C O AC H  O R PARTN E R
T he coaches kneel down and pitch underhand pucks to the goalies. T he

goalies, without a stick, try to kick the pucks with their leg pads over the
coaches head.  T his drill promotes fun and good balance.

D rill #75 — FIVE  PU C K  O BSTAC L E  C O U RSE
P lace five pucks around the surface. T he goalie must skate in and out of

them. Shuffle, forward skate, backward skate while staying low in the
crouch position. C onstantly challenge the goalie by changing direction and
skills.
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D rill #76 — FO U R C O RN E R SH O O TIN G  G AL L E RY
T he coach or player assembles the pucks 10 feet in front of the net. T he

coach shoots five pucks along the surface to the right, then five pucks along
the surface to the left, five pucks high to the blocker side and five pucks high
to the glove hand.  F inish the drill by shooting five pucks anywhere on the
net. R otate goalies and repeat the drill.

D rill #77 — TW O  PL AY E R AN G L E  SH O TS W ITH  PASS
Set up the drill with two players, one on each face off dot. T he goalie

starts on one side of the net facing the puck carrier. T he players pass back
and forth and then shoot, changing it up every time.  T he goalie follows the
puck side-to-side and then makes the save.
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D rill #78 — SH U FFL E  D RIL L  W ITH  STAC K
T he goalie starts the drill 10 feet out from the goal line in the middle of

the crease. T he goalie moves backward into the crease then shuffles to one
side and stacks the pads by going down with both pads together with the
goalie on his side towards the post.  T he goalie then gets up and shuffles to
the other side and stacks the pads again.

D rill #79 — TW O  G O AL IE  TE N N IS BAL L  D RIL L
G oalies pair off without using gloves (if only one goalie use your

assistant coach).  Start the drill stationary with two tennis balls. H ave the
goalies pass them back and forth. A fter they do the drill well, add
movement. H ave one goalie skate forward and the other backward. T hen
switch so the player who was skating backward is now skating forward and
vice versa.
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D rill #80 — PARTN E R M IRRO R WARM -U P
W ith two goalies or one goalie with an assistant coach, have them face

each other.  T he one goalie goes through a routine of skating C -carves,
butterflies, stacking, etc. T he partner imitates every drill. A fter a break
change them so the other goalie leads the drills.

D rill #81 — BE H IN D  TH E  N E T PIC K -U P
C oach takes twenty pucks on one side. T he goalie starts the drill just

above the crease.  T he coach dumps the puck in around the boards. T he
goalie must skate quickly behind the net and trap the puck. T he goalie must
stop the puck behind the middle of the net so if the puck rebounds off the
stick it will hit the back of the net and not go in front.  A fter 20 dumps
change sides and repeat drill.
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D rill #82 — C RE ASE  M O VE M E N T Z ’S, U ’S, W ’S, Y ’S, V’S
H ave the goalie letter skate as a warm up. T hey skate in the direction of

the letters Z , U , W, Y , V. T his drill is excellent for goaltender movement.

D rill #83 — O N E -TO -FIVE  AN G L E  D RIL L
Starting the drill on one post, the goalie comes out at angle #1 and then

moves back to the net. H ave the goalie skate 1 back to 5 and then start at 5
and come back down to one.
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D rill #84 — PU C K  G ATH E R
T he goalie starts the drill in the net just above the goal line. T he coach

has a hand full of pucks.  T he coach tosses the puck easily over the net. T he
goalie must locate the puck, dive and cover it up.

D rill #85 — SID E -TO -SID E  K IC K  D RIL L
T he goalie starts the drill on one post. T he coach throws a puck to the

middle of the net and the goalie must kick it out. A fter five to ten pucks,
change sides and repeat the drill.
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D rill #86 — TH RE E  PL AY E R SC RE E N  D RIL L  W ITH  RE BO U N D
T hree players line up with two in front of the net and one high in the

slot who is the shooter.  T he goalie stays in position just above the crease.
T he player shoots and the other two players try to tip-in and they also play
the rebound. T he goalie does not quit until the puck is either in the net,
covered up or behind the net. E very five shots the players rotate. 

D rill #87 — TW O -O N -TW O  SH O O TIN G  D RIL L
I n one end set up the net so they are back-to-back with 10 feet in

between them.  T he players play two-on-two but they can shoot on either
net to score.
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D rill #88 — FO U R PO IN T SH O O TIN G  G AL L E RY
Set four players up at one end with the goalie in the net. P lace a player

in the high slot, one at each end face off dot and one just off to the side close
to the corner so the player does not get hit by a puck. I n turn each player
shoots with the final player coming from behind the net for a wrap around.
R otate players and repeat drill.

D rill #89 — AN G L E  BRE AK AWAY S
D ivide the players into two groups and place two pylons in line with the

crease on the face off circles. A lternate lines. T he players skate around the
pylon and try to score. T he goalie cuts down the angle and tries to stop the
puck. G ive the goalie time to get set before the next player goes.
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